2019 ADA IN A DAY COURSES

Attendees taking any of the scheduled courses will receive a total of 5 ADA credits to meet their licensing requirement. AIA members will receive 5 Health Safety Welfare (HSW).

**Accessibility in a Day**

5 HSW | Instructors: Mark Wood, CASp and Paul Klein, CASp

This seminar will include a brief history of federal and state accessibility regulations; how to avoid lawsuits for both you and your clients; a discussion on what minimum and maximum really means; elements most often designed or installed incorrectly; and scoping a project (including what regulations apply and where). There will also be a group break-out sessions and discussion. You may submit specific topics to AIACV up to one week in advance of the presentation for the instructors to address.

**COST:** AIA Members $100 (+svc fee), Non-members $150 (+svc fee)

**TIME:** Doors open at 8:30 am, class begins at 9 am and runs until approximately 2:30 pm.

Mark Wood, CASp and Paul Klein, CASp have been responsible for ensuring compliance with California accessibility requirements found in the California Building Code Title 24 and American With Disabilities Act for over 20 years. They own and operate California Certified Accessibility Specialists, (CalCasp) offering a full range of accessibility compliance services to assist businesses, property owners and architects in complying with Senate Bill 1608 and the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).

**Mitigating Your Firm and Your Clients Accessibility Risk**

5 HSW | Instructors: Lewis Springer, AIA, CASp

This seminar will help you understand the laws behind the prevalent ADA drive-by lawsuits and how those laws impact the scoping of your project. Using several real life examples, we will dive into the CASp Program and learn how you can protect your firm and your clients. The second half of the day will focus on the Access Code Collaborative, new ADA codes that are being written, and real life examples of common problems caused by code confusion.

**COST:** AIA Members $50 (+svc fee), Non-members $75 (+svc fee)

**TIME:** Doors open at 8:30 am, class begins at 9 am and runs until approximately 2:30 pm.

Lewis R. Springer is the founder and owner of LRS...Architecture. He began his practice in 2000 and started offering Certified Access Specialist services in 2014. He graduated from Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo and has been practicing architecture for over 30 years. Lewis serves as the design community liaison for the Access Code Collaborative. The Collaborative works with DSA to edit code language and write new codes created from new California legislation such as Assembly Bill 662 that created a need for code language for adult changing stations.

**Accessibility for California Healthcare Facilities - Case Studies**

5 HSW | Instructor: Bill Zellmer, AIA, CASp

This seminar will present four case studies as vehicles for demonstrating practical application of accessibility in healthcare facilities. The seminar will make an abundant use of floor plans and photographs to clarify the code requirements as they specifically relate to healthcare facilities (both OSHPD and non-OSHPD application). In focused segments throughout the day, in-depth code analysis will be presented to explain the concepts that are being applied in the case studies.

**COST:** AIA Members $100 (+svc fee), Non-members $150 (+svc fee)

**TIME:** Doors open at 8:30 am, class begins at 9 am and runs until approximately 2:30 pm.